
II.—"INDIAN PHILOSOPHY": SOME PROBLEMS.

BY S. EADHAKRISHNAN. .

MY book on " Indian Philosophy" has been kindly received
and I take this opportunity to thank all my critics for their
appreciation and sympathy. I propose to deal in this paper
with a few controversial issues that the book has raised, such
as, the method of philosophical interpretation, the value of
comparative studies, the teaching of the Upanisads, the
alleged atheism of Buddha, and the metaphysics of Nagar-
juna.

The historian of philosophy must approach his task not
as a mere philologist or even as a scholar but as a philosopher
who uses his scholarship as an instrument to wrest from
words the thoughts that underlie them. A mere linguist
regards the views of ancient Indian thinkers as so many
fossils lying scattered throughout the upheaved and faulty
strata of the history of philosophy, and from his point of
view any interpretation which makes them alive and signifi-
cant is dismissed as far-fetched and untrue. A philosopher,
on the other hand, realises the value of the ancient Indian
theories which attempt to grapple with the perennial problems
of life and treats them not as fossils but as species which are
remarkably persistent. The reactions of the human mind
to the problems of philosophy which are recorded in the
Upanisads or the Dialogues of Buddha are to be met with
in a reincarnated form in some of the most flourishing
systems of the present day. Though the sayings of the
ancient Indians may be scattered, ambiguous and unco-
ordinated, there is no reason to assume that their logic was as
full of lacunae as are their literary remains. It is the task of
creative logic, as distinct from mere linguistic analysis, to
piece together the scattered data, interpret for us the life they
harbour and thus free the soul from the body. Max Mtiller
wrote: " What I feel is, that it is not enough simply to
repeat the watchwords of any ancient philosophy, which are
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easily accessible in the Sutras, but that we must at least
make an attempt to bring those ancient problems near to us,
to make them our own, and try to follow the ancient thinkers
along the few footsteps which they left behind."». Collection
of facts and the collection of evidence are an important part,
but only a part, of the task of the historian who attempts to
record the manifold adventures of the human spirit." He must
pay great attention to the logic of ideas, draw inferences,
suggest explanations and formulate theories which would
introduce some order into the shapeless mass of unrelated
facts. If the history of philosophy is to be more than a bare
catalogue of facts about dead authors and their writings, if it
is to educate the mind and enthral the imagination, the
historian should be a critic and an interpreter and not a mere
mechanical 'ragpicker'.

II.

The cultivated in both east and west desire now a mutual
understanding, and nothing is so useful for it as comparative
studies. There afe dangers to which the method 'is open,
since it is very difficult to be discriminating for the Kuropean
scholar or the Indian interpreter. The works in the "Re-
ligious Quest of India" series written by European mis-
sionaries living in India, though they mark an advance on
the publications of the missionaries of a previous genera-
tion, are not unprejudiced accounts of Indian thought,
since they are written with the explicit aim of presenting
Christianity as the final goal of Indian thought. Many of
the western students of Indian culture are convinced that
Indians have been stunted in soul from the beginning and
that it is quite beyond them to find out for themselves any-
thing worth while in philosophy or religion, not to speak of
science, art and literature. They are certain that the western
nations had held for all time the monopoly of effective culture

1Six System* of Indian Philosophy, p. 293.
3 Cf. Hegel: " For, in thought anil particularly in s|iecuLktivc thought,

comprehension means something quite different from understanding the
grammatical sense of the words alone, and also from uuderst-iniliug them
in the region of ordinary conception only. Hence we may possess a
knowledge of the assertions, proposition!), or of the opinions of philoso-
phers ; we may have occupied ourselves largely with the grounds of and
deductions from thesj opinions and the main point in :ill that wo hare
done may be wanting—the comprehension of the propositions." Hegel
Compares such non-philosophical historians of philosophy, " to animals
which have listened to all the tones in some music, hue to whom) HenseK,
the unison, the harmony of their tones has not penetrated."—Ili-iUr;/ of
Philosophy, K.T., vol. i., p. xxv.
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15G B. EADHAKRISHNAN :

and philosophising. They' attempt to establish the higher
antiquity and superiority of the European civilisation and
trace everything great and good in Indian thought to the
Christian era. They declare that many of the achievements
for which the ignorant give credit to the Indian are really
borrowings from Greece. They are inclined to date the
hymns of the Eg Veda and the civilisation reflected in them
much later than Babylonian and Egyptian culture.

While the western scholar is inclined to dismiss as unfair
all attempts to compare the ' crude and primitive' speculations
of ancient India with the mature systems of the west, there
are not wanting critics in India who feel a sort of old pride
injured when they find Indian thought compared with the
western. They think, that, in matters of religion and
philosophy, at any rate, India is far superior to the west and
that western thought is jejune and primitive when compared
with the Indian.

With these judgments one sympathises or not according to
one's taste. But mutual understanding is not possible with-
out mutual respect and sympathy born of it If we are true
to history, we shall see that each nation has had its own share
of the inner light and spiritual discovery. No cultural or
religious imperialist who has the settled conviction that he
alone has all the light and others are groping in darkness
can be a safe guide in comparative studies. The reliable
interpreter should adopt the empirical method of investiga-
tion with a reasonable exercise of intelligence and imagination.
While he should discuss Indian views in terms of modern
thought and relate them to the problems of the day, he must
be cautious and careful in the use of his terms, which may
Le really different though apparently equivalent. He must
avoid substituting modern arguments for ancient lines of
thought. In an enterprise of this kind, one is always liable
to be accused of reading the one into the other, but there is
this difficulty in all historical work. The only safeguard
against this risk is through the adoption of the comparative
method. We should then be able to bring out what is
characteristic of each tradition and appreciate its value.

III.

Many of my critics were puzzled by my discussion of the
Upanisads, since I did not fly a banner and fix a label to my
view. My criticism of the theory of "illusion," generally
associated with Samkara's metaphysics and supported by
Deussen, led some of my critics to imagine that I was opposed
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to Saiiikara's view. My indifference to personal theism made
it equally clear to some others that I was not friendly to
Ramanuja's interpretation. But if one is not a follower of
baiiikara or of Ramanuja or any other classical interpreter,
it is assumed that one can only be a reveller in strange
unphilosophical confusion. I submit that my interpretation
of the Upanisads is not an unreasonable one, though it may
seem to differ from this or that tradition in this or that
point.

Scholastic explanations overwhelm the teaching of any
original genius. We tend to see Socrates with the eyes of
Plato, or Plato with the eyes of Aristotle or Plotinus. The
Upanisads are generally interpreted in the light of one or the
other of the great commentators. My endeavour was to
show how the Upanisads lent themselves to divergent
developments and whether it was not possible to give a
coherent account of their teaching which would do justice
to the main principles of the two chief interpreters, Sailikara
and Ramanuja. If we can find a single point of view from
which the different interpretations can be reconciled and
understood—it may be that no such point of view exists—but
if one can be found, it is likely that we can understand the
teaching of the Upanisads better. In philosophical inter-
pretation, the most coherent view is the most true.

The Upanisads speak with a double voice in describing the
nature of ultimate reality. They sometimes make it the
absolute which cannot be characterised by the phenomenal
categories; at other times they identify it with the supreme
person whom we are to adore and worship. As the result of
this, we have two views about the nature of the world. In
some passages, the world is regarded as an accident of
Brahman (the absolute) and in others as organic to God. A
careful reader perceives these two tendencies running through
the Upanisads, one which regards the absolute as pure being
and makes the world an accidental appearance (vivarta) of
it, and the other which looks upon the absolute as a concrete
person of whom the world, is the necessary expression.1
.The former view is nearer Saihkara's and the latter nearer
Eamiinuja's. I admit that " it is difficult to decide whether
it is the Advaita (or non-dualism) of Samkara or the modified
position of Ramanuja that is the final teaching of the
parent gospel." -

The only intelligible reconciliation between two such
apparently discordant notes scctns to be through the devk-c

• See pp. 168, 172-173, 134-lSii, L'D2. -' l»p. 258-250.
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153 S. BADHAKBISHNAN:

of a duality of standpoints. When we rise above the
intellectual level and intuit the nature of reality, we see that
there is nothing but the absolute, and the world is only the
absolute, and the problem of the relation between the two does
not arise, since the absolute and the world are not two distinct
entities which require to be related. When we envisage the
absolute from the human end, through the logical categories,
we tend to view it as a whole which binds together the
different elements in it The absolute is looked upon as a
personal God by whose power of self-expression or maya the
world is sustained. The absolute as pure being (Samkara) and
the absolute as a person (Bamanuja) are the intuitional and
the intellectual representations of the one supreme fact1 As
tjbese two lines of thought cross and recross in the Upanisads,
Saihkara and Ramanuja were able to support their views
from them. As we shall see, Samkara adopts this device of
a duality of standpoints in attempting to harmonise the
different texts of the Upanisads.

IV.
In my account of early Buddhism, I attempted to make

out that it is "only a restatement of the thought of the
Upanisads " with a new emphasis.2 In spite of the absence
of any specific reference to the Upanisads, it is admitted that
the teaching of Buddna is considerably influenced by the
thought of the Upanisads.3 Indifference to Vedic authority4

and ceremonial piety,6 belief in the law of Karma, re-birth °
and the possibility of attaining moksa or nirvana" and the
doctrine of the non-permanence of the world and the individ-
ual self8 are common to the Upanisads and Buddha. While
Buddha adopts the position of the Upanisads in holding that
absolute reality is not the property of anything on earth, that

1 See pp. 168, 17-', 180-181. 184-185. 258-259.
- P. 301; ace also pp. 375 If.
3 As orthodox a Hindu thinker <w Kumfiriln declares thnt even the

erive

^Mundak.1 Up., i., 1, 5."
»lbi.l.; 2. 7-10; Brh. Up., i., 4, 15.
"Chan. Kp., r.. 10, 7 ; Katlm, v., 7 ; Svct, jr., 11-12.
•Chan. Up., iv., 15, 5-B; Brh., vi., 2, 15; Svet, i., 7, 8, 11.

where hunger anil thirst, sorrow, old age and death arc absent. The
futility <>f the greatest earthly pleasures is brought out in Kathn, i., 26-2S.
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" INDIAK PHILOSOPHY " : SOME PROBLEMS. 1 5 9

the world of samsara is a becoming without beginning or end,
he does not definitely affirm the reality of the absolute, the self
and the state of liberation. He does not tell us about the state
of the enlightened after death, whether it is existent, non-
existent, both or neither, about the nature of the self and
the world whether they are eternal, non-eternal, both or
neither, whether they are self-made, made by another, both
or neither. As a matter of fact these question* were reserved
issues on which Buddha did not allow any speculation.
While there is no doubt that Buddha refused to dogmatise
on these problems, it is still an interesting question, if it can
be answered at all, what exactly the implications of this
refusal are.

The three questions, whether there is an absolute reality
exempt from the changes of the world, whether there is a
permanent self distinct from the changing aggregates, and
whether nirvana is a state of positive being, are different sides
of the one fundamental problem of metaphysics. If there is
an ultimate reality which is not subject to the laws of the
world of change,, then nirvana is the attainment, of this
sphere of reality and the enlightened one is the permanent
self. If there is not an absolute reality, then there is no
permanent self and nirvana is nothingness. The former
view is nearer the religious idealism of the Upanisads and
the latter is nearer the negative rationalism of scientific
metaphysics.

Whatever Buddha's personal views may have been,
he declined to engage in discussions about metaphysical
questions on the ground that they were not helpful to the
seeker of salvation. His avoidance of all metaphysical
themes is irritating in its vagueness to the modern historian
of philosophy who is anxious to give a label to every thinker
and system of thought. But Buddha eludes his grasp.
Was his silence an apology for uncertainty? Was he a
mentally timid man afraid of speaking out or was he merely
sitting on the fence? Was his mind vague and hazy or was
he attempting to avoid the danger of being deceived ? Was
he facing both ways, indifferent to the positive and the
negative implications of his teaching ? There are only three
alternatives open to us. Buddha admitted the reality of the
absolute or did not admit its reality or did not know the
truth about it. Let us try to determine whether his thought
was negative, agnostic or positive in character.

At once, we are confronted by the difficulty that we do not
gassess any written record of Buddha's teachings. The Pali

anon came into its present shape long after the death of
1 1 »
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160 S. RADHAKEISHKAN :

Buddha. It contains matter some very old and some rather
late. It is therefore difficult to say with certainty how much
of the Canonical Buddhism is due to Buddha himself and
how much is later development. In ancient India, many of
the discourses and utterances of the teachers are preserved
in memory by their disciples and transmitted to the genera-
tions that follow. Such has been the case with the great
Vedic literature. The same is true of Buddha, who founded
in his lifetime a regular order and gathered round himself a
body of disciples who became the representatives of his
teaching. Though we cannot be sure that we have the
ipsis8ima verba of Buddha, there is no doubt that we possess,
to a considerable extent, the substance and the profound
depth of his teaching. If we doubt the authenticity of
Buddha's great deliverances on the four noble truths, the
eight-fold path, and the exhortations attributed to him in the
Malidparinibbana Sutta and Sutta Nipdta, we may as well
doubt the authenticity of the teachings attributed to the
Yiijnavalkya Siindilya and Uddulaka.1 Attempts are made to
date the agnostic or the negative or the positive passages as
earlier and assign them to Buddha and treat others as the
contributions of his followers, in the interests of this or that
interpretation of early Buddhism. But to start with the
idea that all passages which conflict with one's reading of
Buddha's silence are later, is a circular argument; for the
ground on which they are regarded as later is just that they
contain indications of a different outlook. Taking our stand
on the texts which are generally acknowledged to be BuHdha's,
let us try to find out what metaphysical standpoint they
suggest.

V.

The negative interpretation of his silence is the most
popular one. Hindu thinkers, early Buddhists and many
modern students of Indian thought adopt this view.3 Buddhist
studies aroused much interest in the west during the second

1 According to Rhys Davids, the four greater Nikiiyas nnd the greater
part of such books of the lessor Nikfiy. as Ithuttaka iiml Nn'fa Xi/tHa
are as old as 400 B.C. and that of the Vinaya Maharagga, Cvllneuijua i.-x.
is as old as 300 B.C. From the representations of the Buddhist stories
and legends oil the reliefs and monuments of Sanchi, etc., it is clear tlmt
about the middle of the third century B.C. we had a body of Buddhist
testa designated rritaka? and divided into fire Nikayas.

* Cf. Professor Macdonell: Buddha " left no doubt about the goal to
which his teaching led, the cessation of all the saiiiskriru-*. annihilation of
all the skandhas, eternal death "—Jliiithutan Uerietc, 1023, p. U.i.
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" INDIAN PHILOSOPHY " : SOME PROBLEMS. 1G1

half of the nineteenth century, when men's minds were
swayed by scientific metaphysicians like Herbert Spencer
and Auguste Gomte. Naturally Buddhist scholars felt that
the silence of Buddha was a cloak for negative rationalism.
Buddha shrank from confessing his faith for fear that he
might startle his followers out of their wits. If we accept
this view, not only does Buddha's philosophy become in-
coherent but his character is also compromise^. There are
ever so many passages, admittedly Buddha's, which cannot
be accounted for on this view. Besides, the success of
Buddha's teaching at a time when the great gods Visnu and
Siva were rising into prominence will be difficult to explain.
We have evidence to show that the early converts to
Buddhism were religiously minded. The Maiia&udaasana
and Gahkavattisihandda Suttantas reveal to us that the
minds of the early Buddhists were filled with the legend of
the Sun-God. A negative creed was not likely to impress the
jatilas or fire-worshippers who were among the early converts
to' Buddhism.1 A philosophy which denies the reality of an
ultimate spirit, repudiates the reality of the self and promises
men annihilation as the reward of a virtuous life, is not likely
to kindle in the human heart any enthusiasm for its founder
or fervour for his teaching. To assume that such a barren
rationalism appealed to the Indian heart of the sixth century
B.C., is to ignore all laws of psychology. So careful a scholar
as Prof. Iierriedale Keith declines to believe that Buddha
was a negativist. He holds that the passages of the Pali
Canon which interpret the practical agnosticism of Buddha
as a definite negativism are not to be taken as a serious
account of Buddha's teaching.-

VI.

The second alternative of agnosticism, which does not
apparently commit us to any definite view, has had the
valuable and impressive support of Prof. Keith. He says:
" I t is quite legitimate to hold that the Buddha was a
genuine agnostic, that he had studied the various systems of
ideas prevalent in his day, without deriving any greater
satisfaction from them than any of us to-day do from the
study of modern systems, and that he had no reasoned or
other conviction on the matter. From the general poverty
of philosophical constructive power exhibited by such parts
of the system as appear essentially Buddha's, one is inclined

1 Mahdraggn, i., 15 ff. -' JlvddhUt Philosophy, pp. 47 ff.
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162 S. BADHAKIUSHNAN :

to prefer this explanation." "Agnosticism in these matters
is not based on any reasoned conviction of the limits of
knowledge; it rests on the two-fold ground that the Bikldha
has not himself a clear conclusion on the truth on these
issues, but is convinced that disputation on them will not
lead to the frame of mind which is essential for the attain-
ment of nirvana." 1

The 'agnostic' interpretation which makes out that
Buddha refused to give answers to metaphysical questions
simply because he had none to give, is hardly fair to Buddha's
genius. If Buddha had himself no theory of life, it would
have been impossible for him to give a larger meaning and a
greater depth to life. It cannot be that Buddha voyaged
through life without a chart, for then his system would be
unintelligible and his passion for humanity inexplicable. If
Buddha had no clear convictions on the nature of the
ultimate goal of all striving, if he had no light on the mystery
of nirvana, how could he say that by perfecting one's nature
one wouid attain the bliss inexpressible ? The designation of
' Buddha,' ' the enlightened,' which he assumed leads us to
infer that he had some definite views, right or wrong, on the
ultimate questions. The depth of conviction which comes
out in many exhortations to his disciples to follow the Norm
to reach the truth, is hardly intelligible on the hypothesis of
agnosticism. " Let a man of intelligence come to me," says
Buddha, "honest, candid, straightforward; I will instruct
him, teach him the Norm, and if he practice according as he
is taught, then to know for himself, and to realise that
supreme religion and goal for the sake of which clansmen go
forth from the household life into the homeless state will
take him—only seven day?."* Buddha must be either an
impostor or a deluded man to speak in this strain, if he had
no clear views on the ultimate questions.

Besides, this interpretation does not reckon with the
passages where Buddha says that he does not give out all
the truths known to him. In the pasddika suttante,3 he
tells us that he does not reveal the truths in his possession,
which are not likely to help one in one's moral growth.
Samyutta Nikaya relates an incident, where Buddha, taking
a bunch of leaves in his hand, explained to the assembled
monks that, as the leaves in the forest outnumbered the
leaves in his hand, so the truths which he knew but had not
taught, outnumbered the truths which he had taught. While

1 limldhist Philnnophij, pp. 03 and 45.
- Digha N., Hi., 50. » Ibid., 134.
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"INDIAN THILOSOPHt": SOME PROBLEMS. 163

Buddha taught less than he knew and believed, his disciples
seem to have believed rather less than what he had taught
them.

Prof. Keith is not inclined to regard the agnosticism of
Buddha as a reasoned one. Though it is not logically argued
out, the view that it is difficult to solve ultimate problems
by empirical understanding is familiar to the thinkers who
preceded Buddha. If Buddha refused to say whether the
world had a beginning or not, it may well be that either
alternative seemed to him to be unsatisfactory. If Buddha
" had studied the various systems of ideas prevalent in his
time," the somewhat reasoned agnosticism of the Upanisads
would leap up to his eyes.

It is admitted that the agnosticism of Buddha, if it is
absolute and not merely pragmatic as in the case of the
Upanisads, is not creditable to bis philosophic power, and
those who adopt this view of Buddha's silence are inclined
to rate him as a philosopher of indifferent quality. But this
is purely a matter of personal opinion. Buddha's critical
attitude to the different metaphysical theories—the sixty-two
described in the Brahmajdla Sutta and the ten raised only
to be set aside as not tending to salvation in the Pottltapada
Suttal—as well as to the religious practices of his time, shows
that Buddha is a thinker and critic of no mean order. To
imagine that he was not a close thinker would be to deny
metaphysical capacity to one who disputed many meta-
physical schemes. It would be a strange insensibility for
which there is little proof. Besides, no thinking man, not,
at any rate, one of Buddha's intellectual and moral stature,
could live without some sort of belief about transcendent
values.

Those scholars who support the hypothesis of agnosticism
do so since that view alone fits in with their faith that
Buddha's teaching is emphatically a species of primitive
thought. They reject other interpretations on the ground
that they are too logical to be primitive. We need not say
that the view which pictures Buddha as a narrow-minded
rationalist, an indifferent psychologist and a bod philosopher,
is hardly calculated to convince or even trouble those who
do not share the assumptions of the critics. Such a vague
dreamer is obviously one who could never have had any large
religious influence even in the India of the sixth century B.C.

1 Digha N., i., 187 ff.
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164 S. BADHAKRISHXAN :

VII.

If we believe that Buddha was not a vague dreamer or a
hypocrite, but a sincere and earnest soul of an anti-dogmatic
turn of mind, then a chance phrase or. a significant touch
may contain, to the careful observer, the^clue to his general
position which is the permanent background "df-his life and
thought. The spirit of this metaphysics will be all-pfesvading
though it may be seldom expressed.

The emphasis laid by Buddha on the impermanence and
non-substantiality of the world is plainly in harmony with
the depreciation of all empirical existence which we find in
the Upanisads.1 The crucial question is, whether Buddha's
condemnation of the world of experience is the result of his
acceptance of an absolute reality, as in the case of the Upani-
sads. When one says that one does not believe in reality
or God, one only means that one does not believe in the
popular ideas of them. When Buddha scrapped inadequate
conceptions, it can only be in comparison with a more
adequate one. As a matter of fact, nowhere did Buddha
repudiate the Upanisad conception of Brahman, the absolute.
In the Kathdvattu, where different controversial points are
discussed, there is no reference to the question of the reality
of an immutable being. All this indicates, if anything,
Buddha's acceptance of the Upanisad position. Besides, the
famous sermon at Benares suggests strongly the reality of
an absolute realm. The descriptions of the absolute as
neither existent nor non-existent, nor both nor neither, remind
us of similar passages in non-Buddhist texts where they are
used to deny not the absolute, but empirical descriptions of
it.*

Why then did Buddha not admit in express terms the
reality of the absolute? Buddha refused to describe the
absolute, for that would be to take a step out of the world of
relativity, the legitimacy of which he was the first to contest
in others. The absolute is not a matter of empirical observa-
tion. The world of experience does not reveal the absolute
anywhere within its limits. The UpanisacU admit as much
and warn us against applying the categories of the pheno-
menal world to the ultimate reality. The seer of the Upa-
nisads, when called upon to describe the nature of the

1 " The wise seek not the stable (dhruvam) among things which are
unstable (iulhruvcKu) here," K.itha Up., iv., 2.

- It. V., x., 129,' 1 2 ; Hrh. l*p., »•, », 10 ; iii., 8, 8 ; fsu Up., t and 5 ;
Katha Up., iii., 15; Mundnka, i., 1, C ; ii., 2, 1; Svet,, vi., 11; MaitrT,
iv., 17.
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" INDIAN PHILOSOPHY " : SOME PIIOBLEMS. 1G5

absolute, kept silent, and when the question was repeated, he
persisted in his. ulence and ultimately declared that "the
Atman is silence" (Santoyam alma). "Where the eye goes
not, speech goes not, nor the mind ; we know not, we under-
stand not how one would teach it."l It is " other than the
known and above the unknown."2 Often the Upanisads give
negative descriptions of the absolute.3 But the conception
of the absolute as something unknown and incomprehensible,
without beginning or end, without shape, substance or
dwelling-place, is loo exalted for ordinary people. So the
Upanisads indulge in positive descriptions to satisfy the
interests of religion and make known that the unutterable
absolute is none the less positive in character. While the
Upanisals did not dare to be loyal to the tremendous ad-
mission of the incomprehensibility of the absolute, Buddha,
more. consistently, refuses to apply any category of the
empirical world to the absolute reality. While he makes out
that the absolute is not the world of change, that the self is
not the empirical determinations of bodily form, perceptions,
feelings, dispositions and intellect, that nirvana, is not
empirical being, he does not say what these are,4 since they
are incapable of logical verification. Their reality is intuited
by tl i freed, and others have to accept it on authority. But
when once authority is admitted, there is no reason why the
authority of the Vedas should not be accepted in favour of
the Vedic gods. There is no reason why Buddha's view
should rank higher than ever so many dreams of the human
heart and shadows of the human mind which people are
called upon to accept on the authority of others. The
Upanisads assert and Buddha agrees, that it is not possible
for us to attain theoretical certainty on the ultimate questions,
and those who profess to have attained it are charlatans
anxious to impose on the vulgar. While Buddha destroyed
the dogmatism of his predecessors he did not wish to sub-
stitute any dogmatism of his own in its place. For such
a procedure would encourage disputations which hinder
spiritual growth. Buddha declares that he does not reveal
the truths he knows, not only because they are not helpful
to the seeker of liberation but also because men hold different
opinions regarding them.8 In his time, fruitless discussions

1 Kena Up., i., 3 ; see also Katha Up., vi., 12-13 ; Mund., Hi., 1, 8.
3 Kena, i., 4.
' Brh. Up., ii., 3, 6; iii., 8, 8 ; iii., 0, 26 ; iv., 2-4 ; Kathn, iii., ID ;

Mund., i., 0.
4 '(ff. Augustine : " We can know whnt God is not, but not what He is,"

Trinity, viii., 2.
4 Udifna, p. 11; Sumyutta N., v., 437 ; DIgha, i., 179.
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1GC S. RADHAKBISHSAN :

had become almost a mental disease. The Hindu thinkers
seemed to Buddha to be neglecting the-deeper needs of life
in their anxiety to grapple with the bottoming issues of
thought. So Buddha exhorted his followers to wicnd raw from
the strife of systems and direct their attention to rengion as
the life and the way leading to the attainment of truth.
Truth will work itself out in us, when we free ourselves from
prejudices, let reality reflect itself in us and modify our very
being. Truth is to be found in life itself. It is not a matter
of learned controversy but a spiritual necessity. In view of
the obvious limits to the logical investigation of reality,
Buddha did not think it his duty to satisfy the metaphysical
craving, though he had definite views on the metaphysical
questions.

"Within the limits allowed by logic, Buddha describes the
ultimate principle of the universe as the law or the Dharma.
The precise significance of the concept of Dharma will
become clear if we look into its previous history in Vedic
literature. We have in the Eg Veda the conception of Rta
as moral and physical order. It is not the creation of (rod
but is itself divine and independent of the gods who are said
to be its custodians. The moral order of the world controlling
the problems of life in its' different spheres of law, custom
and morality is called Dharma. In the Brhaddranyaka
Upanisad it is said that, after creating the classes of Ksatri-
yas, Vaisyas and Sudras, the supreme " created a better form,
the Law of Righteousness (Dharma). There is nothing
higher than the Law of Righteousness (Dharmat param
nasti). . . . Verily, that which is the Law of Righteousness is
Truth (Satyam). . . . Verily both these (Satyam and Dharma)
are the same thing." ' The Vedic Rta stands for both Satya
and Dharma.-' In the Taittiriya Upanisad, the perfected
soul who has felt the unity of his soul with that of the world
sings, " I am the firstborn of Rta (or the Real), earlier than
the gods and the centre of the immortal."3 Similarly in the
Katha Upanisad, where a passage from the Eg Veda4 is
substantially repeated, Rta is identified with the supreme
spirit.6 The identity of Dharma and Rta with Satya is a

1 1 . , 4, 14. See also Brh. Up., iv., 15, 1 ; Ten Up., 15 ; "The face of
the real is covered over with a golden vessel; O piisan, do thou uncover
that, for one whose law is the real (satyadharmiiya) to see."

" Rta has for its negative an-rta which is a-satya as well as a-dharma.
1 Aham asmi prathamajfi rtn'sya, piirvam devebhyo ufibhii'yi.
* iv., 40, 5 ; .see also Viijiuaneyi Sanihitii, x., 24 ; zii., 14 ; Tait Sain.,

iii., 2, 10, 1; Sat. Briih., vi., 7, 3, 11. Rangariiinnnuja, commenting on
Katha, v., 2, identifies rtam with apariechinnasatyariipabrahmfitmakam.

•'•'V., 2 ; see Saiiikara'on Tait, iii., 10 and Katha v., 2.
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doctrine as old as the Eg Veda and the Upanisads; The one
absolute reveals itself to the. philosophically minded as
Eternal Truth or Reality, and the way to it is through
wisdom (jnana) and faith (sraddha). This is the view which
the Upanisads emphasise. To those religiously inclined, the
absolute seems to be Eternal Love and the way to it is
through love (pri'ti) and devotion (bhakti). This view, is
stressed by some of the later Upanisads, the Bfiagavadgitd
and the puranas. Those who are ethically disposed look
upon the absolute as Eternal Righteousness and hold that
we can attain it through service and self-sacrifice. The one
absolute which is at once Light, Love and Life reveals itself
in different ways to the seekers of different temperaments.

Buddha's whole attitude is a predominantly ethical one,
and naturally the ethical aspect of the absolute, its character
as righteousness, appeals to him most. The place assigned
by the Upanisads to Brahman is given to Dharma by
Buddha.1 Dharma controls all things. In the Agaiina
Suttanta, the evolution of the world and the gradation of
beings in it are said to be conditioned by the principle of
Dharma." The path of the Brahman is called the way of the
Dharma.3 The eightfold path is called indiscriminately the
Brahmayuna or the Dharmayilna. The Tathfigata is said to
have Brahman or Dharma as his body. He is said to become
one. with Brahman or one with Dharma.4 There are many
passages in the Pali Canon where we are called upon to pay
homage and reverence to the Dharma.5 In Milinda, Dharraa
is personified as the god of righteousness." Dharma is the

1 Cf. Rabindiannth Tagore: " This Dharma and the Bralunan of the
Upanisads are essentially the same . . . Dharma in Buddhism is an
«ternal reality of Peace, Goodness and Love for which man can offer up
the homage of his highest loyalty, his life itself. This Dharma can
inspire man with almost superhuman ]>ower of renunciation, and through
the abnegation of self lead him to the supreme object of his existence, a
state that cannot be compared to anything we know in this wurld, and
yet of which we can at least have a dim idea, when we know that it is
only to be reached, not through the path of annihilation, but through
immeasurable love. Thus to dwell in. the constant consciousness of
unbounded love is named by Lard Buddha, Brahraavihftra or moving in
Brahman," Vihablulrati Quarterly, 1924, pp. 385-386.

*DlghaN.,iii., 80 ff.
'Samyutta -V., i., 141; TheragtHha, 689.
* Buddha when he attained nirvana is said to have become ' dlianna-

dhatusvabhuviitmaka.'
4 Saiiiyutta N., ii., 138; Anguttara N., ii., 20.
0 Cf. Poussin: " If the Buddhists admit neither judge nor creator, at

least they recognise a sovereign and infallible justice—a justice of
wonderful insight and adaptability,.however mechanically it acts. . . .
In my opinion it is a calumny to accuse ths Buddhists of atheism ; they
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168 S. BADHAKRISHNAN :

highest reality and the things of the world are dharmas, as
they are the manifestations of the one ultimate principle.

On the ground that bodily form, perceptions, feelings, dis-
positions and intellect are non-permanent, Buddha denies to-
them the character of self.1 The changing character of the
empirical self is illustrated by the metaphors of fire and the
movement of water. The Sermon at Benares does not deny
the existence of a self distinct from the changing empirical
aggregates. Buddha declines to deny the reality of a per-
manent self in his conversation with Vacchagotta. The
Lamkavatara, a work written centuries after Buddha, suggests
that Buddha accepted the 'self theory only to beguile his
hearers. It is unnecessary to assume that Buddha lowered
his standards for the sake of expediency, when other explana-
tions are available. When Buddha argues that nirvana can
be normally attained before the bodily death of the sage, and
equates it with happiness of the highest order accompanied
by the consciousness of the destruction of all rebirth, he
tacitly admits the reality of the self. When he declares that
the character of the enlightened one is beyond nature, and
protests against the accusation that he teaches the destruc-
tion of the real,3 he admits 'that the destruction of the five
constituents does not touch the real self. The DJiarmnapada
makes the self the lord of self and the witness of its good and
evil.3 In the Sariikhya and the Advaita Vedftnta, we have an
exclusion from the self of all that belongs to the not-self, in
the spirit of the Upanisads and Buddhism.

But Buddha could not confirm the reality of the self on
empirical evidence. So he declines to answer questions about
the non-phenomenal self, whether it was one with or different
from the aggregates.4 He did not so much deny the per-
manent self as speculations about it. Referring to six
different speculations about the nature of the self, Buddha
says, "This, 0 monks, is a walking in mere opinion, a resort-
have at any rate taken full cognisance of one of the aspects of the divine "
(quoted in Buddha's H'uy of Virtue, p. 13). Mr. S:uinders sa>s: "His
(Buddha's) serene faith in righteousness and in the reality of tho unseen,
intangible values may bo called religious ; and we may well believe thnt
knowing his people and their genius for religion, he believed that he
might safely leave them to work oub a religious interpretation of this
law of causality." Mr. Saumlers thinks that Buddha's insistence on the
law cif Karum and Dhanna is a " notable contribution to an ethical
theism," Epochs of Buddhist History, p. 3.

1 See Mahatagga, L, 6, 38; Majjhima N., 33 ; Mahunidiina Sutta :
Dlgha N., ii., Stt.

- Alagaddupama Sutta: Marhima N., i., 14a
3160. • Majjhima N., i., 256.
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ing to mere views, a barren waste of views, an empty display
of views."1 Pudgalavada or belief in a permanent self was
held by one branch of Buddha's early disciples. Kathavattu
attributes it to the Sammitiyas and Vajjiputtukas. We have
in the Samyatta Nikaya the sutra of the burden-bearer.*
The Buddhist commentators, Buddhaghosa, Vasubandhu,
Candrakirti and Yasomitra, who are inclined to a negative
interpretation of Buddha's teaching, explain it away, though
it is difficult to believe that the changing aggregates are both
the burden and the bearer thereof.

It is generally admitted at the present day that it is wrong
to identify nirvana with an "eternity of nothingness ". The
word ' nirvana' means literally extinction, and what is ex-
tinguished is' "craving, sorrow, rebirth".3 The earliest con-
ception of nirvana is that it is an inexplicable state which
can be attained even here and now * by the complete destruc-
tion of thirst (tanha) and the defilements of mind.6 It is a
real condition where samsara terminates and an ineffable
peace is attained.6 The beautiful poetry of the Thera and
the Thertgathas is inspired by ideas of the bliss of nirvana.

We cannot adequately describe the nature of nirvana since
it is not an object of logical knowledge. Though it is felt by
those who share it as strongly positive, conceptually it is a
negative state. Nirvana is the negation^ of the empirical
being bound by the law of Karma or Samsara. " There is,
O monks, that which is neither earth nor water, neither fire
nor air, neither infinity of space nor infinity of consciousness,
nor nothingness nor perception, neither this world nor that
world, neither sun nor moon." "Where there is neither
death nor birth, there neither is this world nor that, nor in
between—it is the end of sorrow."7 But it is not noabeing.
" There is something unborn, unoriginated, unmade, uncom-
pounded; were there not such a thing, there would be
no escape from that which is born, originated, made and
compounded." ° There is thus authority for the interpreta-

1 Siliiciira : Dialogues of Buddha, vol. i., p. 6.
^III 25 > Mh i 31. 7;

cira : Dialogues f Buddha, vol. i., p. 6.
, 25. •> MahTvagga, vi. 31. 7; S.B.E., vol. xiii.

4 See Brahmajftla Sutta.
4 Nandi samyojano loko vitakkosa vicilrann

Tnnhiiya vippahanena nibbiinain ity ucyati.
Sutto Nipdta, 1109; see also 1067.

1 Majjhima N., 139. Cf. Keith: " That nirvSna is real . . . doubtless
accords with the general tone of the Canon itself," Bwldhist Philosophy,
p. 83.

7 Ud'ina, viii., 1; bee also ii., 10, and ItinMaka.
8 U<liina, viii., 3, 10. Of. Chan Up., viii., 13, 1, where the Brahma-

world into which the perfected pass is said to be uncreated, akiiam. The
state of release is described as uncreated, akrtah—Hund Up., i., 2, 12.

12
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170 S. RADHAKBISHNAN :

tion of nirvana as something uncreate and endless' or as an
uncompound'ed element different from the passing world.*
Uddna alludes to the fate of the enlightened who have
attained nirvana. Even as the path of the fire when ex-
tinguished cannot be traced, even so the path of those who
are completely freed cannot be traced. The Upanisads*
compare the supreme self with the fire the fuel of which has
been consumed. Only the extinction of the fuel does not
destroy the fire which ceases to be visible.* As the Upbnisads
distinguish ultimate release (moksa) from the attainment of
heaven (svarga), so Buddha distinguishes nirvana from exist-
ence in paradise and warns his followers that desire for
blissful existence in the formless world (arupaloka) is one of
the fetters which prevent the attainment of nirvana.

Buddha evidently admitted the positive nature bf nirvana.
He dismisses Yamaka's view of nirvana as the night of
nothingness, as a heresy.4 In the interesting conversation
between King Pasenadi of Kosala and the nun Khema, it is
admitted that nirvana is an ineffable state which does not
lend itself to empirical description. The deep nature of the
Tathagata cannot be fathomed, even as the sands of the
Ganges or the waterdrops in the ocean cannot be reckoned."
Buddha refused to answer all questions about the nature of
nirvana, since the questions impede moral progress7 and
nirvana is inconceivable (ananuvejjo). " Whereof one cannot
speak, thereof one must be silent."8

VIII.
The scientifically minded students of Buddhism tend to

interpret the teaching of Buddha as a negative rationalism.
Those who are impressed by the futility of modern attempts
at metaphysical system-building are inclined to construe
Buddha's doctrine as one of agnosticism; and if they come

» Milinda, p. 271.
* Abhidharnia. See Psychological Ethics, pp. 367 ff.
3 Svet Up.
4 Cf. Keith : " There is no doubt that the Indian idea of the extinction

of fire was not that which occurs to us of utter annihilation, but rather
that the flame returns to the primitive, pure, invisible state of fire in which
it existed prior to its manifestation in the form of visible fire," Buddhist
Philosophy, pp. 65-66.

5 Samyutta N., iii., 109. «Ibid., iv., 374; Majjhima N. i., 487.
'Samyutta N., iL, 223 ; Majjhima, 63.
8 The later schools of Buddhism, which interpret nirvana as conscious

union with the universal Buddha or the awakening of the 'Buddha-self in
the human heart, are nearer Buddha's teaching than those which view it as
the cessation of all existence whatsoever.
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across inconvenient passages, they declare that they are the
work of Buddha's followers. Prof. Keith recognises that
a positive philosophy affirming the reality of the absolute,
the self and nirvana, can be traced to the Canon, but he is
reluctant to attribute it to the Buddha himself and so gives
the credit for it to "a section at any rate of his early
followers".1 The different readings of Buddha's silence on
metaphysical questions are motived by different acts of
faith.' An impartial historian must strive not only for
riccuracy in his statements but also justice in his apprecia-
tions. While it is his duty to recognise the inconsistencies
in a system, he must endeavour, if his interpretation is to be
fruitful, to account for them by discriminating the essential
from the accidental. It is not fair to insist on negativism or
agnosticism where another explanation is not merely possible
but is probably more in accordance with the ideas of the
teaching of the early Canon. The 'agnostic' interpreter
makes Buddha's silence a cloak for ignorance and the
'negative' interpreter looks upon it as an act of cowardice.
On the former view, Buddha did not know the truth, but
tried to save his face by evading all questions and asserting
that they were unnecessary. On the latter he had definite
views but since he had not the courage to oppose established
opinions, he kept his views to himself. Those who regard
Buddha as one of the world's greatest men, of whom what
Plato said of Socrates in the Phaedo is not untrue, that he
was " the best, and also the wisest and most righteous of his
time," may be excused if they do not agree with the assump-
tions of the ' negative' and the ' agnostic' interpreters. If
we do not want to compromise the philosophical power or
the moral greatness of Buddha, we muBt accept the positive
interpretation. It alone accounts for Buddha's metaphysical
commissions and omissions and. his ethical teaching which is
a logical deduction from his metaphysics. It relates Buddha

1 Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 63-64
3 Referring to the place of faith in the interpretation of philosophies of

an earlier age, where we are wholly confined to written records, " usually
fragmentary, often second-hand or of doubtful authority," Prof.
Burnet says: " A man who tries to spend his life in sympathy with the
ancient philosophers will sometimes find a direct conviction forcing itself
upon him, the grounds of which can only be represented very imperfectly
by a number of references in a footnote. Unless the enumeration of
passages is complete—and it can never be complete, and unless each
passage tells exactly in the same way, which depends on its being read in
the fight of innumerable other passages not consciously present to
memory, the so-called proofs will not produce the same effect on any two
minds,* Greek Philosophy, pp. 1-2.

I 2
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172 8. BADHAKEISHKAN :

to his spiritual surroundings and makes his thought con-
tinuous with that of the Upanisads. The history of a nation's-
thought is an organic growth and not a mere succession of
change on change.

IX.

If Buddha accepts the metaphysical standpoint of the
Upanisads, how is it that Buddhism is regarded as a heresy
hy the Hindu thinkers? What is the explanation for the
cleavage between the Hindu and the Buddhist systems of
religion and culture?

The Hindu quarrels not so much with the metaphysical
conceptions of Buddha as with his practical programme..
Freedom of thought and rigidity in practice have marked the
Hindu from the beginning of his history. The Hindu will
accept as orthodox the Samkhya and the Purva Mlmamsa
systems of thought, regardless of their indifference to theism;
but will reject Buddhism in spite of its Btrong ethical and.
spiritual note, for the simple reason that the former do not
interfere with the social life and organisation, while the latter
insists on bringing its doctrine near to the life of the people.

In deducing the consequences of the Upanisad philosophy
with incomparable beauty and logic, Buddha showed the in-
consistencies in the beliefs and practices of those who paid lip
allegiance to the Upanisads. While the bold speculators of
the Upanisads adventured on the naked peaks of the absolute,
the masses of men were allowed to worship their little gods
and perform the sacrificial ceremonies which they were
supposed to demand. The elaborate sacrificial religion failed
to command the confidence of the thoughtful in Buddha's
time. As a matter of fact, the Vanaprasthas and the Yatis
were exempted from them, and the doubt naturally arose
whether even the householders could not dispense with the
costly and complicated rituaL Buddha protested against
those who were standing still in the letter and proclaimed
that salvation was not external and legal but inward and
spiritual.

The Upanisads advocated the principle of ahimsa or non-
violence but not unreservedly. The Vedic outlook was so
strongly entrenched that the Upanisads suffered Vedic institu-
tions even if they were against the main spirit of their
teaching. For example, the Chandogya Upanisad declares
that the aspirant after release should, among other things,
"never give pain to other creatures except at certain holy
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places," i.e., during animal sacrifices.1 But the slaughter of
animals was in the highest degree offensive to Buddha' and
he disallowed absolutely animal sacrifices.

While the Upanisads tolerated, even if they did not
encourage the caste rules,* Buddha's scheme definitely under-
mined the institution of caste. He declared that individuals
were higher or lower not according to their birth but
according to their character.3 While the Brahmins reserved
the study of the sacred scriptures to the members of the
three 'twiceborn' castes, Eaddha abolished all such restric-
tions. Admitting the intellectual pre-eminence of the
Brahmins, Buddha ranked along with them the Sramanas
and opened the latter order to the Sudras and the Candalas.
Sunita, the sweeper, was as readily taken into the fold as the
high caste Brahmin.4

In spite of the reforms which, he wished to introduce,
Buddha lived and died in the belief that he was restoring the
principles of the venerable Aryan faith. He did not think
of himself as the founder of a new religion, though he was
anxious to purify Brahmanical Hinduism and revivify the
society round him. But the pioneers of progress are regarded
in every age, with not unnatural suspicion, as the champions
•of revolt and rebellion. By putting spiritual brotherhood in
place of hereditary priesthood, personal merit in place of
distinctions of birth, logical reason in place of Vedic revelation,
moral life in place of ceremonial piety, and the perfected sage
above the Vedic gods, Buddha provoked the wrath of the
Hindu priest who regarded him as an anti-social force. What
made Buddha and his followers unpardonable heretics in the
eyes of the Brahmin priests is the social revolution which

1 Ahimsiin sarvabhiituny anyatra tirthebhyah, viii., 15.
-See Kittadanta Sutta. Though Buddha insisted on a rigorous dis-

cipline for the monks, he did not interfere with the socio-religious
practices of his disciples so long as they did not conflict with his central
principles. He allowed the Brahmin Kutadanta to perform the sacrifices
which did not involve the killing of animals. Kumara Kassapa, an
immediate disciple of Buddha, instructs Prince Piiyosi that sacrifices
which do not involve any cruelty are better than those which do. See
Pdijdsi Suttanta: DTgha N., ii. The highest sacrifice according to
Buddha is love of humanity and moral life.'. See Chan Up., Hi., 16
and 17-

3 Ayanita SuttiuUi : Dlgha N., iii.; Samyitta N., i i . , 138; Anguttara
X., ii., 20.

4 Kvuapwhtnada Sutta ; Samatmaphala Sutta, 14; Asokas Inscrip-
tions at Giroir and Sahabajgar. See also Vinaya pitaka, vol. ii., and
Madhiiru Sutta. Cf. " The ksiitriya is the best of this folk who put their
trust in lineage. But he who'13 perfect in wisdom and righteousness, he
is the best among gods'and men, Ambattha Sutta.
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174 8. BADHAKRISHHAK :

they preached. There is nothing in the doctrine of Buddha
which cannot be reconciled with Hindu thought; but the
conflict between a social system based on Brahmanical
supremacy and one which denied it is radical. In theological
discussions, which are generally heated, every dissenter is an
atheist. If one does not share our illusions, he is a heretic;
if he adopts a different standard of morality, he is immoral.
The protagonist of the Vedic sacrificial religion regarded
Bnddha as an enemy of the faith. When Buddha approached
Bharadvaya the Brahmin, as he was performing a sacrifice to
the fire, the latter cried out, " Stop there, O shaven-headed-
one, there 0 Shamanaka, there thou of low caste ".* Hindu
orthodoxy adopted a similar attitude whenever there were
pjrotests against the Vedic religion. Mandana Misra rebuked
Samkara for subordinating Vedic piety to knowledge of the
absolute.3 Buddha's revolt is not against the metaphysics
of the Upanisads but against Brahmanical Hinduism. The
schism became wider as the followers of Buddha acquired
the zeal characteristic of the professors of a new learning.

X.
The four Buddhist schools profess to be loyal to the

teaching of Buddha who discovered the elements of existence
(dhamma), their causal connection, and the method to suppress-
their efficiency for ever. As against the Ajlyakas who denied
the influence of the past on the present, since the past was
dead and irrecoverably gone, Buddha affirmed that 'every-
thing exists' though things were looked upon as combinations
of forces (samskarasamuha). Buddha maintained the existence
of all things in the interests of moral life. The Sarvastivadins
(the Vaibhasikas and the Sautrantikas) uphold a pluralistic
realism. The naraarupa of the Upanisads was elaborated by
the Buddhists into the elements.of matter (rupa) and the
four mental factors (nama) of perceptions, feelings, disposi-
tions, and intellect. Sense data are matter and the other
four constitute the soul. Often the elements of existence-
are classified into the six receptive faculties (sadayatana), the
five senses and manas and their six-fold objects.8 The

1 Tatr'eva mandaka, tatr'eva samanaka, tatr'eva vasalaka, titthahi.
8 " At that time, while Mandane Misra having invited all the gods by

the invocation of Salagrama/was washing his hand of the darbha grass,
he saw the feet of Samkarficarya inside the^sahctified circle. On inspec-
tion of his person he knew him to be a sanfiynsin and was in a moment
ruffled with clamorous wrath and cried out, ' Whence comes this sliaven-
headed man ?'" (Kuto mundi) Anandegiri: Samkararijaya.

1 The elements are classified into skandhas, nyatanas and dhiitus. See
TheragStha, 1255.
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objects of manas are non-sensuous and are of sixty-four
kinds. Sometimes in addition to the five senses, manas and
the six-fold objects, six modes of consciousness are mentioned
and we get the eighteen dhatus. Strictly speaking, there
cannot be any distinction between internal and external or any
real interaction between the separate elements, though
popular usage indulges in these unauthorised conceptions.

According to the theory of pluralistic realism, knowledge
is nothing more than the compresence of consciousness with
the object. As Prof. Stcherbatsky puts it: "A moment
of colour- (rupa),. a moment of the sense of vision matter
(caksuh) and a moment of pure consciousness (citta) arising
simultaneously, in close contiguity constitute what is called
a sensation (sparsa) of colour".1 It means that the element
of consciousness appears, qualified by an object and supported
by a sense organ. Consciousness does not apprehend the
sense-organ but only the object, since there is a special relation
of co-ordination (sarupya) between the two. Consciousness
is said to apprehend even as a light is said to move. The
AbMdharmakoia says: "The light of a lamp is a common
metaphorical designation for an uninterrupted production of
a series of flashing flames. When this production changes
its place, we say the light has moved. Similarly, conscious-
ness is a conventional name for a chain of conscious moments.
When it changes its place (i.e., appears in co-ordination with
another objective element) we say that it apprehends that
object." * We have only a series of evanescent flashings of
consciousness itself, but there is nothing that cognises. In
the continuity of conscious moments, the previous moment
is the cause of the succeeding one.

From this view it is but a step to the Vijnanavada of the
Yogacaras, which reduces all the elements into aspects of
one receptacle consciousness (alayavijnana). Elements of
existence (dharmas) are products of thought. Objects rise
into consciousness as the result of our past experiences. The
external world is the creation of our thought to which we
give names and ideas.3 But the Yogacara does not carefully
discriminate between the individual and the universal
consciousness. When he makes out that the distinctions of
knower, known and knowledge are not real, but are due to a
beginningless defilement of consciousness, when he compares
the relation of particular conscious states to the universal

1 Trayiiuiiin sannipatah sparsab, The Conception of Buddhism, p. 55.
2 IX. : 'See Stcherbatsky, The Conception of Buddhim, p. 57.
3 Nfimasamjnfivyarahara. Lamkavatara Sutra, p. 85.

1 2 *
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176 8. BADHAKEISHNAN :

consciousness to one of waves to the sea, when he admits
the eternal reality of tathata and regards it as the only
uncompounded reality (asamskrtadhanna) and relegates all
else to the region of relativity, when he reduces all dharmas
to modes of one fundamental essence; he tacitly admits the
reality of an absolute consciousness, though the subjectivistic
tendency makes itself heard quite frequently. The Mad-
hyamikas subject the Yogacara theory to a searching
scrutiny. They contend that we cannot have any self-
consciousness (svasamvitti), for a thing cannot act on itself.
The finger cannot touch itself; nor can the knife cut itself.
The MSdhyamikas view all the elements of existence as
contingent on one another and so declare the world to be
empty of reality or sunya. Sunya is also said to be the
fundamental truth of all existence. Almost all students of
Nagaxjuna's Madhyamika metaphysics regard his system as
nihilistic. In my account of it,1 I made out that it was
more positive than it was generally represented to be. I
urged ithat Nagarjuna believed in an ultimate reality, which
was sunya only in the sense that it was devoid of all empirical
determinations. Let us try to determine whether Nagarjuna's
ultimate reality is or is not a stupendous void, an unmitigated
negation.

XL
There is no doubt about Nagarjuna's conception of the world

as unreal or s'unya. The world of experience is bound by the
relations of subject and object, substance and attribute, actor
and action, existence and non-existence, origination, duration
and destruction, unity and plurality, whole and part, bondage
and release, relations of time, relations of space; and Nagarjuna
examines every one of these relations and exposes their con-
tradictions.* If non-contradiction is the test of reality, then
the world of experience is not real. The world is neither pure
being nor pure non-being. Pure being is not an existence or
an item of the world process; pure non-being is not a valid
concept, for, were it so, absolute nothingness will be an entity,
and what is by definition the negation of all existence will
become an existent. Nothing is not a thing. Existence is
a becoming. Things of the world are not but always become.
They' ever supersede themselves. They are neither self-
existent nor non-existent, since they are perceived and induce
action and pro-luce effects. Lalitavistara says: " There is no
object which is existent nor is there any which is non-existent.

'Pp. 643 ft a Pp. 645 ff
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One who knows the chain of conditional existence passes
beyond both."1 Nagarjuna opens his work with the state-
ment that things are neither transient nor eternal, neither
produced nor destroyed, neither same nor different, neither
coming forth nor passing away.8 There is no real production
(samutpada) but only conditioned, relative, apparent (pratltya)
production. There is no real destruction but only apparent
destruction (pratitya-'samuccheda); so with the rest. All
things of the universe are conditioned and relative only.
'&unya' is the term used by Nagarjuna to designate the
conditioned character of the world.' If a thing were real
and unconditioned, then it must be free from origin and
destruction.4 There are no objects in the world which are
not subject to change and so the world is sunya.

Nagarjuna, as the upholder of the middle path, does not
dismiss the world as mere illusion. His attack is directed
against the theory of the self-existence of things, but does
not in any way impair the conditioned existence of things.
-Candraklrti, commenting on Nagarjuna, says: " Our argu-
ment that objects are not self-existent affects the reality of the
universe for you who accept the doctrine of the self-existence
of objects. The view that objects are not self-existent
does not touch our theory of the conditioned existence of
objects."4

But it cannot be that Nagarjuna treated the world as
unreal and yet believed in no other reality. If all thought is
falsification, there must be a real that is falsified. For, if
there be no truth, then falsehood loses its meaning. There
is no relative knowledge without absolute knowledge being

1 Na ca punar iha kascid asti dharma
So'pi na vidyati yasya nosti bh.ivah
Hetukriyaparaihpara janeta
Tasya na bhotiha ustinastibhavah.

'Anirodham anutpadam anucchedam asusvatam
Anekiirtham ananartham anSgamam anirgamam.

3 Yahpratityasainutpadah Sunyatitm tarn pravaksyate.—M.K., xsiv.
Siinynh sarvadharmfth nihsvabhavayogena prajnaparamita.

* Yady asiinyam idam sarvam udayo nasti na vyayah.—M. K., xxir.
sBhavatas tu svabhiivavudinah, svabhurasya bhuvnnnui vaidliuryiit

sarvabhavapavadah saihbhavyato;' vayamtu pratityotpannatviit sarva-
bhaviinAm svabhATam evam nopalabhamahe, tat kasyupavadam karLsyumah,
M. Vrtti, viii. There are passages which suggest the theory of absolute
illusion. In xviii., Nagarjuna compares the things of the world to
dream castles in the air and the like :

Klesuh kariniini dehascaphalinica
Gandharvanagarakarii maricisvapnasannibhnh.

Candrakfrti argues that they are characterless like these and not illusory :
' gandharvanagarakaradivan nihsvabhava veditavyiih'.
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178 S. BADHAKBISHNAN:

immanent in it. There is nothing empirical which d&e&jiot
reveal the transcendental. " O Subhuti, all things have for
their refuge sunyata, they do not alter that refuge."1 If

existing, are called avidya.'
the phenomenal world for the noumenal reality, it is a case
of avidya. But we cannot understand the transcendental
reality except through the world of experience; and we
cannot attain nirvana except through the understanding of
the ultimate reality.4

The aim of the Madhyamika Sastra is to teach the nature
of nirvana which consists in the annulment of the 'whole
world and is of the nature of bliss.1 Nirvana which is the
non-perception of things is the absolute truth.' It is identified
with sunyata in the celebrated work Sataka.7 Both nirvana
and sunyata are characterised in the same negative way.
Nirvana is neither existent nor non-existent but is beyond

profound. "The word 'profound,'
Subhuti, is the synonym of that which has no cause, that
which is beyond contemplation, that which is beyond con-
ception, that which is not produced, that which is not born
of non-existence, of resignation, of restraint, of extinction or
of final journey ".10 When Nagarjuna describes the ultimate
reality as not created, not liable to destruction, not eternal,
not passing away, he means that the real is opposed to all
empirical characters. He describes his sunyata almost in
the very words in which the nirguna Brahman is char-

1 Sunyatagatikii hi, subhute, sarvadharmah, te tain gatim na vyati-
vartante.

' Dharmataisti sarvadharmaniim mnyadharmatam upfidfiya... . .
*Yathii, siiriputra, na samvidyante tatha samvidyante evam avidya-

manas tenocyante avidyeti.
4 Vyavaharara anasritya paiamnrtho na desyate

Paramnrtham anagamya nirvanam niidhigamyata itL—M.K, zxir.
'Sarvaprapancopaaamasivalaksanam nirvanam snstrasya prayojanam.

M. Vrtti; see also Mundiikya, "Up., 7 and 12. Cf. Candiakirti BMTH-
bhaTiintardvayarahitatvnVsarvas'vabh&Trinut^attilaksaiiasuDyata,

6 Yo'nupalaihbhah sarvadnarmanam sn prajtiaparamitety acyato.
"Sfinyatfim eva nirrunam kevaiam tad ihobhayam.—Mr. Vrtti, iviii.

* Na enbhavopi nirvanam kuta eva'sya bhavata
BhiivnbbiiTapariiipars'aksayo nirvanam ucyate, Batnuvali.

•M. M. Haraprasad Snstri says: "There is in the midst of all these
negative descriptions an inconceivable positive which is sfinya" Jdurnal
of the Buddhist Text Society, Vol. ii., pt. iiL, p.'vi.

10 xviu.
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" INDIAN PHILOSOPHT" : SOME PROBLEMS. 179*

acterised in the Upanisads.1 It is neither one nor multiple,
neither existent nor non-existent.8 Sunya, the ultimate
reality, cannot be comprehended by thought or described by
words.3 "The learned call sunyata the annulment of all
conceptions; even those who look upon it as sunyata are
said to be incapable of improvement" * Buddha says: " What
description or knowledge can be given of an object that can-
not be described by letters ? Even this much—that it does-
not admit of representation by letters—is made by means of
illusory attribution."8 In 'illusory attribution' we use a
notion which is the closest approximation to the object
studied but at once withdraw it since it is inadequate to its
content.0 To know sunya is to know all; if we do not know
it, we know nothing.7 It will be very difficult to account for
Nagarjuna's metaphysics and his insistence on devotion
(bhakti) if we do not admit the absolutist implications of his
doctrine of s'unya.s

XII.

Much of the confusion is due to the ambiguous word
' sunya'. It is applied to the world of experience as well
as to the ultimate reality. The world of experience, built by
the relations framed by intellect, is unintelligible. Con-
sistently, Nagarjnna denies that he has any thesis of his own
to defend, since every intellectual proof would be subject to
the same weakness. If intellect is incapable of explaining

"Kena., 3, 11; Brh., iL, 5, 19; iii.-, 8-8; Katha., Hi., 15; Is'f.., 9-10;
MancL, i., 6; Mfind., I.
' * Nnstiko divigatim yati, sugatim yfiti ahustikah

Yathnbhiitaparijftanam moksam advaya nisritt.—Aryaratndrdi.
One who holds it to be non-existent attains to misery while one who does
not think so attains to happiness; but release is for those who have the
true knowledge of reality which is neither existent nor non-existent.

* Eodhicaryaratdra, i t , 2.
4 Sunyata sarvadrstinam prokta nihsaranam jinaih

Yesfim tu sunyatadrstis ten asadhyun rabhlsire.—M.K., xiii.
5 Anaksarasya dharmasya Srutih ka desana ca in

Sriiyate yasya taccfipi samaropad anaksara.—M. Vrtti, xr.
•See ViddwUuara, 7S.
TM.K., xxiv., cf. Brh. Up., ii., 4, 5, 7-9 ; iii., 2, 1; iv., 4, 21; r., 1 , 1 ;

llund., i., 3. ' •
8 Rudolf Otto says: " What is true of the strange nothingness of our

mystics holds good equally of the sunyam and the s'iinyatu, the void and
emptiness of the Buddhist mystics. The void of the Eastern like the
• nothing' of the Western mystic is a numinous ideogram of the ' wholly
other.' Nothing can be predicated of it since it is' absolutely and intrinsic-
ally other than and opposite of everything that is and can be thought,'"
The Idea of the Holy, E.T., p. 30. '
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experience, since it finds hopeless antinomies there, it cannot
be expected to be more successful with regard to the ultimate
reality. One is as mysterious as the other, and Nagarjuna
employs the same term 'sunya' with reference to both.
Truth is silence which is neither affirmation nor negation.
In different senses, both the world of experience and ultimate
reality defy description as existent or non-existent. If we
take ultimate reality as true being, the.world is not; if we
take the being of the world as true being, ultimate reality
is not. Both are sunya though in different senses.

Towards the end of my discussion of Nagarjuna's system,
I suggested certain points of similarity between the Sunya-
vada and Advaita Vedanta.1 Both of them regard the world
as subject to change and therefore unreal.3 The real, which
transcends all distinctions of experience and knowledge, is
admitted by both; * only Nagarjuna suggests it but does not
work it out in all its fullness, as the Advaita Vedanta does.
The doctrines of maya and avidya are taken up and developed
considerably in the Advaita Vedanta. Virtue and vice are
regarded in both as means to higher and lower stages in
samsara, while ultimate release remains entire and unaffected
by these.4 In giving a rational, as distinct from scriptural
foundation for the Advaita Vedanta, Gandapada finds nothing
so useful as the Nadhyamika theory. Many of his Karikas
remind us of Nagarjuna's work.5 Not, without reason does
Vacaspati look upon the upholders of Sunyavada as those of
advanced thought (prakrstamati), while the pluralistic realists
(Sarvastivadins) are said to be of inferior thought (hlnamati)
and the Yogacaras of middling (madhyama) ability.6

1 f p. 068-669.
- Samkara would endorse this passage : .

Jaramaranndhannesu sarvabhavesu sarvada
Tisthanti Katame bhavah jaramaranain yina.—M.K. rii.

3 Candrakirti's statement, sarvakalpanajalarahitajuanajueyanivrittisva-
bhwnm, siram, paramarthasvabhavam, is true to Samkara's conception of
release and reality.. See also S.B., iii., 2, 17 ; B.G., ziiL, 12.

4Dharmecasntyadharineca phalam tasya na vidyate, M.K., viii. './.
Brh. Up., iv., 3, 21-22: Katha, ii., 11.

1 Cf. liandnpada's Kurika, ii., 32 ; iv., 22 ; iv., 88.
* Bhdmatl, ii., 2, 18.
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